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Welcome to the June 2021 edition of your favourite ICSAN e-Newsletter. You will read about numerous activities
that have happened in the Institute since April till date in the News Corner just as the Photo Section purveys the
pictures of these diverse activities.
The Membership Section contains some information that are useful to the members of the Institute, especially
in relation to their membership. The Health Section in this edition focuses on the beneﬁts of walking as a boon
to overall health. You will be surprised to discover the proven 12 beneﬁts that accrues from an undertaking as
simple as taking regular walks.
The Corporate Governance Section, which features governance-related news from home and abroad, completes
the arrays of interesting items in this edition.
We hereby present to you the second edition of your quarterly e-newsletter for your reading delight. Enjoy your
package as usual.
Editor.

NEWS
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Relevance of Ethical Governance highlighted at ICSAN 2021 Roundtable
The Institute held her 2021 Roundtable on Corporate Governance on May 20, 2021 at 10.00 am via virtual mode.
The theme of the Roundtable was “Ethical Governance in the Boardroom: Implications for Stakeholders”
The Roundtable on Corporate Governance is a cardinal programme of the Institute which aims at promoting
good governance in both the private and public Sectors of the Nigerian economy, through the platform of
intellectual engagement of topical issues of national and global importance and proffering viable solutions
through recommendations anchored on international best practices
The Chief Host was the President of the Institute and the Chairman of the Governing Council, Mr. Bode Ayeku,
FCIS. The Chairman of the Occasion was HRM, Igwe Alfred Nnaemeka Achebe, FCIS. The Keynote Speaker was a
Managing Partner, Prof. Kanyinsola Ajayi, SAN (who was ably represented by a Partner, Olaniwun Ajayi LP, Mr.
Jonathan Aluju,
The Host was the Chairman of the Corporate Governance and Capacity Building Committee, of the Institute, Dr.
Adeyinka Hassan, FCIS.
The Discussants who added deeper insights into diverse issues thrown up in the discourse were a former ICSAN
Council Member Dr. Nechi Ezeako, FCIS and the Executive Vice-Chairman, Poise Nigeria, Mrs. Toyin Mavi Isibor.
Some members of the Governing Council of the Institute, Chartered Secretaries, Corporate Governance
practitioners, business managers, entrepreneurs, academics as well as numerous stakeholders in the Nigerian
business and economic spheres also participated in the event.
Click here to access the Communique issued at the end of 2021 Rountable on Corporate Governace.

Former Minister, Aganga, lists banes of Nigeria’s progress at ICSAN’s conference
Clockwise direction: The Chairman of
the Publicity and Advocacy Committee
of the Institute, Mrs. Linda Onefeli, FCIS;
the Moderator at the event, Mr. Lekan
Lagunju; the President of ICSAN,
Mr. Bide Ayeku , FCIS and the Guest
Speaker, Former Minister Olusegun
Aganga at “The Conversation” event
organised by the Institute on June
2nd. 2021

A two-time minister in Nigeria, Mr. Olusegun Aganga CON, has attributed Nigeria’s socioeconomic woes and
underdevelopment over the years to dearth of strong institutions and weak governance at all tiers of
government-federal, state and local.
Aganga, who was a former Minister of Finance as well as former Minister of Industry Trade and Investment,
made this disclosure while speaking as a guest on Wednesday June 2nd 2021 on a programme called “The
Conversation” organised by the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators of Nigeria (ICSAN)
“The Conversation’’ is a new advocacy program of the Institute centered around Governance and contemporary
national issues to enlighten, educate and share knowledge with policy makers in the public and private sectors
and members of the public.
Aganga, who pointed out some achievements recorded by the nation since independence as “cases of isolated
success”, lamented that Nigeria was not where it was supposed to be in terms industrial advancement and
economic development. He therefore tasked the political leaders, governance practitioners in both the public
and private sectors and other stakeholders to rededicate themselves by embracing some core ethical values
and norms which he described as inevitable to nation building, pollical stability, progress and development.
Aganga provided unﬂattering macroeconomic statistics on the nation’s debt gearing, Gross Domestic Product
and unemployment to prove the point that Nigeria had not realized its full socioeconomic potentials.
Speaking on the theme of the programme “National Planning, Governance and Economic Growth, Charting the
road for the future” Aganga said, “We are not where we want to be. If you look at our revenue, it is not diversiﬁed.
It is still over 90 per cent foreign income from one source; that is oil.
“Furthermore, the quality of the revenue is very poor as it is still subject to the volatility of the oil price in the
international oil market. If you look at the size of the revenue, it is still very small. The debt service to revenue
ratio today is about 83 per cent, and as you can see, that is very bad. By comparison, the debt service to revenue
ratio in UK is just 1.9 per cent.
“GDP per capital is only 19 per cent. The level of unemployment is very high. There are about 87 million people
in absolute poverty and that is about 41 per cent of our population.
“The basis of our problem revolves around weak Institutions, Governance and Leadership. It is down to poor
development and implementation of our national plans.
“Having mineral resources in the soil does not make you rich as a nation. What makes you rich is what you do
with them, that is the value you add to them. Unfortunately, we are still struggling with that. That is why we have
not diversiﬁed the economy.
“We need to do more to have value-based leadership. We need to have strong institutions. Our students need to
learn leadership values right from the primary schools, through to the secondary schools to the universities.
Upon leaving school they should attend leadership institutes”
Also speaking at the forum as the Chief Host, the President and the Chairman of the Governing Council of the
ICSAN, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS, brieﬂy highlighted the contributions the Institute had made to the socioeconomic
development of Nigeria over the years.

Ayeku added that the Institute would continue to contribute its quota to national progress by guiding the
policy direction both in the public and private sectors through well-articulated and pragmatic
recommendations on governance matters.
Ayeku said “If you look at the theme of this programmme, which is “National Planing, Governance and
Economic Growth, Charting the road for the future” You will notice that there are three concepts embedded in
the theme. These are National Planning, Governance and Economic Prosperity,
“The three concepts are interrelated in the sense that if you put a national plan in place, you have to put
governance behind it to drive to actualization and if you get the governance right it will lead to economic
prosperity.
“But if there is no proper planning and no good governance this will deﬁnitely lead to economic challenges. We
need to strive to connect these three concepts together to achieve our desired economic prosperity as a nation.

Oyo State Chapter holds investiture of Chairman, inaugurates Executive

The Registrar of ICSAN, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS decorating
the Chairman of Oyo State Chapter of ICSAN, Mr. Seyi
Abiodun, FCIS, with the insignia of ofﬁce during his
investiture as the 4th Chairman of the
Chapter on June 17, 2021.

Honourary Treasurer , Mr Francis
Olawale,FCIS delivering his paper
at the Oyo state Public lecture /
investiture held recently

The Oyo State Chapter of the Institute held the formal investiture of her 4TH Chairman, Mr. Oluseyi Adedayo
Abiodun, FCIS, on Thursday June, 17, 2021.
At the same colourful occasion which was held at Jogor Centre in Ibadan the new executive committee of the
state’s chapter was also inaugurated.
Those in attendance at the occasion included the Registrar of the Mrs. Ganiyat Olusesi FCIS (who led a
delegation of ICSAN senior Managers) a Past Registrar of the Institute Mr. Dele Mr. Togunde, FCIS, Mr. Francis
Olawale ( Council Member),; the Vice Chancellor and Registra of Lead City University, lbadan and Professor
Kabiru Adeyemo and Mrs. Ayeni respectively.

Abuja Chapter holds memorable webinar on ESG.
The ceremony commenced with the 1st Lecture on "Effective Stakeholders Management: An Imperative for
Good Governance" delivered a Council Member and Treasurer of the Institute, Mr. Francis Olawale, FCIS.
The Second lecture was delivered a telecommunication expert, Mr. Dejo Akinyemi on the topic: Business
Intelligence and Financial Strategy and Corporate Governance During Covid and Post Covid Era.
The Investiture Program was conducted by the ICSAN leadership led by the Registrar/CEO who decorated
Chairman with insignia of ofﬁce. This was followed by the inauguration of the executive members of the
Chapter.
The ceremony witnessed both physical and virtual participation by ICSAN Members across Nigeria.The Abuja
Chapter of the Institute held a webinar on Economic, Social and Governance (ESG) on Wednesday June 23rd,
2021.
The webinar which commenced at 11am West Central Africa Time had the theme “Environmental, Social,
Corporate Governance (ESG): Beyond reporting.”
The Webinar was conceived to further enlighten participants on best practices on Corporate Governance as
regards Economic, Social and Governance matters.
The guest speaker at the occasion was Corporate Relations Director & Company Secretary Guinness Nigeria
PLC., Mr. Rotimi Odusola
The participants at the free and well attended webinar expressed satisfaction with the quality of presentation
and discourse at the event.

CSIA promotes improved Business Responsibility Reporting
The Corporate Secretaries Association International , the global umbrella body chartered secretaries ,has
charged governance practitioners globally to pay attention to proper reporting as a tool to promoting
sustainable development. This was emphasized by the CSIA President Mr. Ashish Garg and the CEO , Ms. Zahra
Cassim during a webinar held by the CSIA titled :Business Sustainability Reporting : the future of Sustainable
development, held virtually on the 10th of June 2021. The special guest of honour was the joint Secretary
,Ministry of Corporate Affairs ,Government of India . The panelists were Ms. Diana Sawe Tanui,President ,ICS
Kenya ; Ranjeet Pandey ,a Past President ,ICS India ; Mr Atul Juvie ,General Counsel /CS Schindler India and Mr.
Francis Olawale ,Honourary Treasurer,ICSAN / Principal Franks Nominees .
In his submission ,Olawale referred to Sustainability Reporting ,ESG issues in sustainability citing the need for
political correctness and sensitivity to the environment in ensuring proper stakeholders management that
guarantee sustainability . He stated ' political correctness " as a social factor companies need to be conscious of
citing the recent example of Twitter and the Nigerian Government and the case between Tik Tok and the
Donald Trump led US Government He also stated the need to comply with the requirements for proper
accountability and disclosures and not just reporting . The seminar was attended globally by governance
practitioners from sister bodies all over the world .

A cross section of panelists at the CSIA seminar
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(1) ICSAN 2021 AGM holds July 30
The 2021 Annual General meeting of the Institute has been scheduled to hold pn Friday, July 30, 2021.
This was disclosed in a statement by addressed to members by the Registrar of the Institute, Mrs Taiwo. Ganiyat
Olusesi, FCIS.
The statement which was made available on the Institute membership platform and website reads in part “The
47th Annual General Meeting of our Institute is scheduled to hold on Friday 30th July, 2021 at the National
Secretariat, Plot 6, Elephant Cement Way, Alausa, Ikeja at 11am.
“Due to the restrictions on gatherings as a result of Covid 19, only the ofﬁce bearers and Council members will
be attending physically, while members will be joining virtually.
“This Notice of meeting has been published in the Punch Newspaper of today, 22nd June, 2021 in compliance
with statutory requirements regarding Annual General Meetings.
“For more information regarding the Annual General Meeting, as well as the joining link, please click on the link
below.
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwud-utrTwoGNM9PAh65WcyrRTTZFX8ON4M
The AGM will witness transactions of ordinary businesses in accordance with the provisions of the law.

(2) 2021 Membership Annual Subscription now due for payment
This is to remind all members that who are yet to pay their 2021 subscription that the fee has become due for
payment.
Payment can be made into any of the ICSAN Bank Accounts:
First Bank: 2003620643
GTBank: 0168087715
The following are the subscription fees for the various categories of members:
Fellows: N15,000
Associates: N10,000
Graduates: N7,500

Beneﬁts of payment of annual subscription include but not limited to:
(i) Group Life Assurance Scheme; and
(ii) Membership card.
(iii) Attendance of Institute’ events at discounted rate
(iv) Entitlement to the Institute’s biannual magazine
After payment, kindly scan the evidence of payment, your passport
photograph in JPEG format and details of your next-of-kin (Name,
Residential Address, Business Address, GSM, E-mail address, and
relationship) if you are yet to do so to: membership@icsan.org
For further enquiries, please contact:
Tunji on 08090661937,
Ojiji on 08090662202 or send an e- mail to membership@icsan.org

(3) Application for the ICSAN Graduate Internship Scheme
Dear Esteemed Member,
This is to inform all interested Graduates of the Institute that application for participation in the Graduate
Internship Scheme is still being accepted as the Institute now prepares to send out next batch of Interns to
corporate Engaging Entities.
The ICSAN Graduate Internship Scheme is an initiative under which Graduates of our Institute are posted to
reputable corporate organisations for a period of three months, during which they will be exposed to practical
side of the training they have undergone with ICSAN.
The objective of the Scheme is to give the Graduates of the Institute the opportunity to acquire hands-on
experience in Corporate Governance, Compliance, Share Registration and Company Secretarial Practice and
other allied practical ﬁelds in reputable organisations in Nigeria.
This will not only enrich the participants’ in terms of skills and competencies and boost their employment
opportunity but also equip those who want to set up their own ﬁrms with the requisite basic knowledge and
conﬁdence to do so.
This Interested Applicants should download the Application Form from the “Download Section” of the Institute’s
website. They should then ﬁll it and attach a passport size-photograph and scan it alongside their curriculum
vitae to kketefe@icsan.org copying both foyedeji@icsan.org.
Please note that this opportunity is limited only to Graduates or Associates who graduated within the past three
years of the Institute.
The Application Form can be accessed in the “Download Section” of the ICSAN website.
Thank you
Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS
Registrar/ Ce0

(4) Apply for your Practice Licence and start your own ﬁrm
We hereby invite all interested members of the Institute to apply for the Institute Practice Licence which
enables them to work as Public Practitioners.
This means successful applicants, who will be issued Practice Licence and customized stamp by the Institute,
will be able to set up their own ﬁrms and offer secretarial service to corporate organisations and members of
the public.
This may be the opportunity you have been waiting for to start your own ﬁrm as a Chartered Secretary in Public
Practice. Apply now!
See the requirement for the Institute’s Practice Licence below.
Taiwo Ganiyat Olusesi (Mrs), FCIS
Registrar/CEO

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ICSAN PRACTICE LICENCE
1.

Completed Application Form for the Practice Licence

2.

Detailed CV of the Applicant

3.

Photocopy of the ACIS OR FCIS Grade Membership

4.

Evidence of Working Experience (pre or post)

5.

Proof of payment of Annual Subscription

6.

Proof of payment of the Licence Fee (13,000)

7.

Letter of Recommendation from Applicant’s Employer/Fellow of ICSAN

8.

Two Passport photographs.

PHOTOS
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VISITATIONS
Afe Babalola University. Ado-Ekiti (April 9, 2021)
L-r: the Senior Manager Education, Mr. Yinka
Oguntoyinbo; the Registrar, ICSAN Registrar,
Afe Babalola University, Ado Ekiti, Lady Christie
Iyabode Oluborode.; Registrar/ CEO, ICSAN
Mrs. Olusesi Taiwo, FCIS; Deputy Registrar
(Academics) of ICSAN, Ms. Oladunni
Ogunsulire, FCIS; and Provost, College of
Management and Social Science, Prof.
Ademola Azzez, during the visitation to the
university by ICSAN team on April 9, 2021.

The Registrar/CEO of ICSAN making a
presentation to the Vice-Chancellor of the
ABUAD, Prof. Elisabeta Smaranda Olarinde,
during the visit. The duo were ﬂanked on
either side by Deputy Registrar (Academics)
of ICSAN, Ms. Oladunni Ogunsulire, FCIS and
the Provost, College of Management and
Social Science, Prof. Ademola Azzez.

Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu (April 14, 2021)
The Registrar of ICSAN making a presentation to
the Dean of Faculty of Law of Godwin Okoye,
University, Enugu, Prof. S. Gozie Ogbodo during
the visitation to the University on April 14 2021. At
the left hand side of the Registrar is the Chief
Financial Ofﬁcer of ICSAN, Mr. Dolapo Ajibola
while the Dean was ﬂanked on the right hand
side by ICSAN Coordinator in Enugu, Mrs. Anne
Eze, FCIS.

NYSC State Secretariat Enugu (April 15, 2021)

The Registrar of ICSAN making a presentation of ICSAN
souvenir to the NYSC State Coordinator Enugu while while
ICSAN’s Enugu State Coordinator Mrs. Anne Eze and the
“Thank you for the visit” the Dean
of Faculty of Law, Godfrey Okoye
University, Prof. S. Gozie Ogbufo,
seems to be saying as he
exchanges a warm handshake
with the Registrar.

ICSAN CFO, Mr. Dolapo Ajibola look on with delight during
the visitation by the ICSAN team to the NYSC Secretariat
Enugu on April 15, 2021.

The NYSC State Coordinator and his team
together with the ICSAN team posing with the
chairs presented to the state’s NYSC by ICSAN
during the visit. To the right of the Registrar is
the CFO of ICSAN, Mr. Dolapo Ajibola while at
the extreme right is the Enugu Liaison Ofﬁcer of
ICSAN, Mr. Ikechukwu Chinonso.

Babcock University, Ilisan-Remo, Ogun State (May 21st 2021)

The President of ICSAN, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS,
addressing the Vice-Chancellor of the
Babcock University Ilisan-Remo Ogun State,
Prof. Ademola Tayo and his Management
team during the visit to the University by
ICSAN delegation on May 21st, 2021.

ICSAN President, Mr. Bode Ayeku, FCIS,
signing Memorandum of Understanding
together with the Vice-Chancellor of
Babcock University, Professor Ademola
Tayo on collaboration between ICSAN and
the University.

L-r: The Vice-President of ICSAN, Mr. Taiwo Owokalade,
FCIS; the Registrar and the Chairman of the Publicity
and Advocacy Committee of the Institute, Mrs. Linda
Onefeli, FCIS, during the visit to the Babcock University,
Ilisan-Remo Ogun State.

The ICSAN delegation and the Babcock University Management team in a group photograph during
the visit.

OYO State Investiture (June 17, 2021)

The immediate Past Chairman of the Oyo
State Chapter of ICSAN, Mr. Niyi Adedokun,
FCIS (left) receiving an ICSAN souvenir from
the Registrar of ICSAN, Mrs. Taiwo Olusesi,
FCIS, in recognition of his stewardship while
the Chairman of the Chapter, Mr. Seyi
Abiodun, FCIS joins hand in the presentation
during the investiture of Mr. Abiodun as the
4th Chairman of the Chapter on June 17,
2021 in Ibadan, Oyo State.

L-R: A former Registrar of the Institute and ICSAN
Council Member, Mr. Dele Togunde, FCIS; a
Council Member and the Treasurer of the Institute
who was also a Speaker at the occasion, Mr.
Francis Olawale, FCIS, the 4th Chairman of Oyo
State Chapter, Mr. Seyi Abiodun, FCIS, the Registrar
and the Vice-Chancellor of Lead City University,
Ibadan, Prof. Kabiru Adeyemo at the investiture.

Lead City University, Ibadan (June 17, 2021)
L-r: ICSAN Deputy Manager,
I.T. Miss Julie Bassey, ACIS; the
Registrar of Lead City
University, Dr. Mrs. Oyebola
Ayeni; Registrar ICSAN, Mrs.
Taiwo Olusesi, FCIS; ViceChancellor of the University,
Prof. Kabiru Adeyemo; a
former Registrar and Council
Member of ICSAN, Mr. Dele
Togunde, FCIS; Director
(Academic Planning) of the
University, Dr. Mrs. Adekolarin Adewole; Senior Manager (Operations) ICSAN, Mr. Akumefula, FCIS; and ICSAN
Oyo State Liaison Ofﬁcer, Mr. Adetunji Adelola, in a group photograph during the courtesy visit by ICSAN to the
University on June 17, 2021.

ICSAN making presentation of souvenir through its
Registrar/CEO to the Vice-Chancellor of Lead
University, Ibadan, Prof. Kabiru Adeyemo during
the visit.

It is ICSAN’s turn to receive a souvenir from Lead City
University as the Registrar of Lead City University,
Dr. Mrs. Oyebola Ayeni makes presentation to the
ICSAN Registrar while a former Registrar and
Council Member of ICSAN, Mr. Dele Togunde, FCIS
and Senior Manager (Operations) ICSAN, Mr.
Akumefula, FCIS, beam with smiles.

Anchor University, Ayobo, Ipaja, Lagos (June 18, 2021)

The Registrar of ICSAN making a presentation
of ICSAN souvenir (ICSAN’s customized throw
pillow) to the Vice-Chancellor of Anchor
University, Ayobo, Ipaja, Lagos. Prof. Joseph
Afolayan, during the visitation by ICSAN
team to the University on June 18, 2021.

HEALTH &
LIFESTYLE

The health issue we want to bring up in this edition is the beneﬁt of walking. Everyone agrees that physical
exercise is good for the body but not many fully understands the whole range of beneﬁts a good walk does to
the body. It has been proved that a 30-minute walk three times a week, done over a period as short as three
months, leaves lasting health beneﬁts on human body; it improves, blood circulation, strengthens the bones
and muscles, overhauls cardiovascular health, prevent or manages conditions like heart disease, high blood
pressure and type 2 diabetes.
For a full range of what beneﬁts may be derived from walking please read the 12 beneﬁts of walking below and
you will be surprised just how a little thing like taking a regular walk, which costs nothing, matters. The material
was culled from a credible medical source, Arthritis Foundation.

12 PROVEN BENEFITS OF WALKING
Regular Walking:
.1. Improves Circulation
Walking wards off heart disease, brings up the heart rate, lowers blood pressure and strengthens the heart. Postmenopausal women who walk just one to two miles a day can lower their blood pressure by nearly 11 points in
24 weeks. Women who walk 30 minutes a day can reduce their risk of stroke by 20%, and by 40% when they
stepped up the pace, according to researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health in Boston.
2. Shores Up Your Bones
Walking can stop the loss of bone mass for those with osteoporosis, according to Michael A. Schwartz, MD, of
Plancher Orthopedics & Sports Medicine in New York. In fact, one study of post-menopausal women found that
30 minutes of walking each day reduced their risk of hip fractures by 40%.
3. Bestows Longer Life
Research ﬁnds that people who exercise regularly in their ﬁfties and sixties are 35% less likely to die over the
next eight years than their non-walking counterparts. That number shoots up to 45% less likely for those who
have underlying health conditions.
4. Lightens Your Mood
Walking releases natural pain¬killing endorphins to the body – one of the emotional beneﬁts of exercise. A
California State University, Long Beach, study showed that the more steps people took during the day, the
better their moods were.

5. Foster Weight loss
A brisk 30-minute walk burns 200 calories. Over time, calories burned can lead to pounds dropped.
6. Strengthens Muscles
Walking tones your leg and abdominal muscles – and even arm muscles if you pump them as you walk. This
increases your range of motion, shifting the pressure and weight from your joints to your muscles.
7. Improves Sleep
Studies found that women, ages 50 to 75, who took one-hour morning walks, were more likely to relieve
insomnia than women who didn’t walk
8. Support Your Joints
The majority of joint cartilage has no direct blood supply. It gets its nutrition from joint ﬂuid that circulates as we
move. Movement and compression from walking “squishes” the cartilage, bringing oxygen and nutrients into
the area.
9. Improves Breathing
When walking, your breathing rate increases, causing oxygen to travel faster through bloodstream, helping to
eliminate waste products and improve your energy level and the ability to heal.
10. Slows Down Mental Decline
A study of 6,000 women, ages 65 and older, performed by researchers at the University of California, San
Francisco, found that age-related memory decline was lower in those who walked more. The women walking
2.5 miles per day had a 17% decline in memory, as opposed to a 25% decline in women who walked less than a
half-mile per week.
11. Lowers Alzheimer’s Risk
A study from the University of Virginia Health System in Charlottesville found that men between the ages of 71
and 93 who walked more than a quarter of a mile per day had half the incidence of dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease than those who walked less.
12. Boost old people’s physical conditioning
Aerobic walking and resistance exercise programs may reduce the incidence of disability in the activities of daily
living for people who are older than 65 and have symptomatic OA, a study published in the Journal of Clinical
Outcomes Management found.
Cullled from 12 Beneﬁts of Walking | Arthritis Foundation

CORPORATE

GOVERNANCE NEWS
Fed Govt mulls reduction in company income tax, others
The federal government may consider reduction in Company Income Tax (CIT) and other taxes relating to the
capital market from 25 per cent to 20 per cent. However, the reduction will be on a case-by-case basis, based on
the merit of the company seeking such reduction.
Read more
Minister of Finance, Budget and National Planning, Mrs Zainab Ahmed made the disclosure in Abuja when the
management of Nigeria Exchange (NGX) Limited visited her.
According to her, the requests for a reduction in Company Income Tax came at the appropriate time when the
Ministry was working on the Finance Bill 2021.
She added that the federal government has ordered the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to design
saving policy and programmes that will encourage Nigerians to participate in the capital market, as part of
measures to further unlock the potentials of the capital market.
While commending the NGX for demutualising the exchange and deepening the capital market, Ahmed called
on the management of NGX to leverage on technology and innovations which could ease the processes of
trading on the exchange and ensure that ordinary citizens could participate in the capital market.
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, Nigerian Exchange (NGX) Limited, Temi Popoola assured the minister of the Exchange’s
support for government’s efforts to make Nigeria a destination for foreign investment as well as attracting
investors.
Popoola sought for a reduction in Company Income Tax (CIT) from 25 to 20 per cent, among others, arguing
that these would ultimately attract more taxes to government.
He assured the minister of the exchange’s commitment to support the ministry’s ﬁscal policy and willingness to
serve on the committee of the Finance Bill 2021.
Culled from The Nation @ Fed Govt mulls reduction in company income tax, others (thenationonlineng.net)

Report: 70% of Nigerian Businesses Unaware of Privacy Laws
About 70 per cent of Nigerian businesses are unaware about the privacy laws governing their marketing
activities and they rely heavily on third-party trackers and adplatforms, according to a report.
Read more
The survey ﬁndings showed that only 30 per cent of Nigerian businesses are aware of privacy laws governing
their marketing activities, despite Nigeria Data Protection Regulation (NDPR) being in effect since 2019.

The survey, conducted by WorldWideWorx and commissioned by global technology company Zoho, also
revealed that even though businesses are concerned about the privacy of customer’s data in the hands of thirdparty vendors, they are reliant on them for revenue generation and gathering customer insights.
This makes it harder for them to move away, the report stated.
Analysing the report, the CEO of WorldWideWorx, Arthur Goldstuck, said lack of awareness about the law was
largely because these regulations are not part of business-critical activities like taxation and licensing.
“However, 78 per cent of the businesses indicated that they have well-documented policies for customer data
protection. This is likely following fear of NDPR violation, which has made headlines in Nigeria. Even so, only 60
per cent are strictly applying them,” Goldstuck said.
The report noted that of the 319 businesses surveyed across various industries and sizes, 45 per cent said they
allow third-party trackers on their website, mostly for sharing content on social media, which recorded 62 per
cent and gathering analytics on their website visitors, which recorded 35 per cent.
There is also a heavy dependence on digital ad platforms. The respondents believe that keyword search ads,
which is 59 per cent and social media ads, which is 52 per cent, are quite effective for customer conversion. 78
per cent of businesses said the third-party ad platforms either help them meet or are a primary factor in
achieving their sales goals, the report said.
Culled from Thisday @ Report: 70% of Nigerian Businesses Unaware of Privacy Laws | THISDAYLIVE

SEC to investors: don’t patronise unregistered operators
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has cautioned the investing public against patronising unregistered
ﬁrms and individuals masquerading as capital market operators
In a circular, SEC noted that laws vested the regulation of investments in it and that any unregistered operators
or schemes are fraudulent.
Read more
“The Commission also uses this medium to remind the general public that by virtue of Section 38 (1) of the
Investments and Securities Act (ISA) 2007, only persons and institutions registered with the Commission are
permitted to engage in capital market activities,” it stated.
SEC urged the public to seek clariﬁcation as may be required through its established channels of
communication on investment products advertised through conventional or online mediums.
According to the Commission, a list of registered capital market operators is available on its website as well as its
ofﬁces across the country.
SEC dispelled insinuations in some sections that MBA Capital and Trading Limited was a registered capital
market operator with the Commission.
A victim of an alleged scam perpetrated by MBA Capital and Trading Limited, Misan Sagay had reportedly
stated that he had veriﬁed “on-line” and ascertained that the company was registered with the Commission.
SEC stated that MBA Capital and Trading had never been registered by the Commission and as such unﬁt to
offer any investment service or product to the public.
Culled from The Nation @ https://thenationonlineng.net/sec-to-investors-dont-patroniseunregistered-operators/

World Bank approves $750m loan for Nigeria's power sector
ABUJA, June 24 (Reuters) - The World Bank has approved a $750 million loan for Nigeria’s power sector, the ﬁrst
release of funds after years of stalled talks over long-term reforms, it said.
Read more
Nigeria’s decrepit power sector has hobbled the growth of Africa’s largest economy for decades.
Problems include decaying infrastructure, mounting debts, low tariffs for electricity and a dilapidated
government-owned grid that would collapse if all the country’s power generators operated at full tilt.
The loan will cut tariff shortfalls, protect the poor from price adjustments, and increase power supplied to the
grid, the World Bank said in a statement late on Tuesday.
Nigeria’s low tariffs, imposed by the government, have forced the central bank to spend billions of dollars
making up the difference owed by power distributors to companies generating electricity.
The World Bank said the aim of the loan was to help Nigeria move away from “from highly regressive tariff
shortfall ﬁnancing”.
The lender often requires reforms to release funds, but it did not say whether any conditions were tied to the
money or future tranches. (Reporting by Paul Carsten; Editing by Jason Neely and Jan Harvey)
Culled from Reuters @ UPDATE 1-World Bank approves $750 mln loan for Nigeria's power sector | Reuters

Royal Mail opts not to deliver bonuses to senior executives
Royal Mail has blocked planned bonuses and share awards to senior executives worth £1.4m, as a result of its
December service meltdown that resulted in thousands of undelivered Christmas presents.
The postal ﬁrm said it had taken the decision after considering the impact of service failures and its “slower than
planned” modernisation.
Read more
In December, Royal Mail’s service – described at the time as a “strategic nightmare” – went into meltdown in
many areas and led to parcels piling up in depots and weeks of delays.
One borough in east London went for more than a month without post during the festive period. Royal Mail had
already angered customers earlier in the pandemic after Covid-related absences resulted in missed deliveries.
As a result of last year’s chaos, Royal Mail has now said the former interim chief executive Stuart Simpson will
miss out on rewards worth just over £1m. He was in line to receive a bonus of up to £570,000 and will not
receive shares worth £450,000.
Mick Jeavons, who was interim ﬁnance chief before being made group chief ﬁnancial ofﬁcer in January, will not
receive a £141,000 bonus for last year. He will also miss out on shares worth up to £260,000 under Royal Mail’s
2018 share incentive plan.
Pay campaigners welcomed the news. Remuneration committees and shareholders are often accused of
waving through large bonuses to executives regardless of a company’s performance.
Andrew Speke of the High Pay Centre said: “Royal Mail’s decision not to award bonuses to its directors should be
welcomed, to the extent that it shows the board are considering factors beyond proﬁt margins when assessing
performance such as customer experience.”

The company’s proﬁt quadrupled to £702m in the year to March 2021, aided by the online boom, while
government contracts to deliver and collect Covid testing kits and vaccination letters boosted revenues.
Culled from The Guardian @ Royal Mail opts not to deliver bonuses to senior executives
| Royal Mail | The Guardian
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